Thermochemical scalar pdfs measured in nonpremixed hydrogen and methane turbulent jet flames are compared a priori with a sophisticated conventional assumed-shape pdf model, as well as a recently constructed pdf model. The constructed pdf, by incorporating the underlying physics of advection by all unsteady eddies, molecular diffusion and chemical reaction, displays consistent and substantial a priori improvement over the conventional assumed-shape pdf. In addition, the constructed pdf model is parameterized by considerably fewer lower moments, and in particular, first moments, promising affordable and accurate implementation in a moment equation solver. (Author) Page 1
Introduction
In the moment equation approach for the computation of turbulent reacting flows, the governing Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are temporally (or ensemble) averaged to form the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) 1 equations, or spatially averaged (filtered) to form the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 2 equations. While averaging is required for tractable solution, unknown terms are introduced into the moment equations, and these require modeling. The accuracy and applicability of the solution, once numerical error is minimized, are determined by the quality of these models.
Two types of unknown terms can be identified in the moment equations. The first type are the turbulent convection terms, which are correlations with the velocity fluctuation, and are invariably closed by gradient diffusion assumptions. For example, in RANS, turbulent flux models range from the simplest zero order mixing length models, through first order closure such as £ -e, to Reynolds stress transport equations.
The second type of unknown terms are the scalar moments, and in particular, the mean chemical reaction rate. For general chemistry, the fc-th species mean reaction rate, denoted w k , is closed by convolution with the joint scalar probability density function (pdf) P(p,T,Y k ), as (1) 
000
In turbulent flows, fluctuations arise as the scalars are advected by unsteady turbulent eddies, while simultaneously diffusing and reacting. The scalar pdf quantifies the relative time that the fluid spends at each composition (thenno-chemical) state, and scalar means, such as equation (1), are then a pdf weighted average over all allowable states. The pdf is, however, unknown, and must be modeled in terms of the available information, namely the solved lower moments.
Models for P(p,T,Y t )
, and in turn w t , include the Laminar model, the Eddy-Break-Up (EBU) 3 model, the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) 4 model and the assumed shape pdf model 1 -5 . The Laminar model approximates the mean reaction rate by the expression for the instantaneous reaction rate evaluated at the mean scalars. This is equivalent to modeling the scalar pdf by Dirac Delta functions at the mean composition, and, by ignoring fluctuations, may be in error by several orders of magnitude. The EBU model offers some improvement by limiting the mean reaction rate to a mixing time scale, defined by the period for a large eddy turnover. The EDC model reasonably assumes that reaction occurs in fine scale structures, and approximates these as Perfectly Stirred Reactors. The problem with the EBU model, and to a lesser extent the EDC model, is the requirement for heuristic adjustment factors and non-universal calibration constants. An alternative to Laminar, EBU and EDC modeling is to assume a shape for the joint scalar pdf directly, which is usually attempted with combinations of Gaussian, Beta and Dirac Delta functions'.
For the case of near-equilibrium chemistry, the analytical Gaussian-Beta-Delta assumed shape pdf is successful for the moment equation prediction of low Mach number, non-premixed combustion, where the chemistry can be reduced to a single scalar, such as the mixture fraction' 1 *. A similar reduction to a single scalar for premixed combustion is possible, but less satisfactory because the chemical source term cannot be eliminated 7 . However, the assumed shape pdf approach has severe limitations when extended to the moment equation solution of high speed and/or non-equilibrium reacting flows, where a large number of scalars are required to describe the chemistry, and the mean reaction rate is sensitive to the pdf shape due to the highly non-linear chemical kinetics 8 .
A method to construct the joint scalar pdf instead of assuming its shape has recently been proposed . The model accounts for the underlying unsteady small-scale turbulent dynamics and the distinct molecular processes, and is computationally feasible at high Re with complex kinetics. The objective of this work is to compare conventional assumed shape pdfs and constructed pdfs against experimentally measured pdfs. The analysis is performed a-priori in that the lower moments, which are input to the assumed shape and constructed pdfs, are calculated from the experimental data, and not from moment transport equations. The a-priori analysis, while not predictive, remains a substantial model test for further implementation in predictive moment equation solvers.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 formulates a conventional assumed shape pdf. Section 3 provides an outline of the pdf construction model, which is formulated in section 4. Section 5 presents the results of the a-priori pdf comparison.
The conventional assumed shape pdf
A recent, and perhaps most advanced, assumed shape model for the full joint scalar pdf, P(p,T,Y k ), has been proposed 5 (2) where 5(p-p~) is a Dirac Delta distribution at the mean density, P C (T) is a normal (Gaussian) temperature distribution, and P$(Y k ) is a multi-variate Beta species distribution. The temperature is assumed to be statistically independent of the density and species, and normally distributed as,
Note that density weighted (Favre) moments are denoted by overtildes. The assumed shape multi-variate species pdf is 5 ,
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where F is the Gamma function. The purpose of the Dirac Delta function in equation (4) is to exclude all points in Y t composition space that do not satisfy ^Ijt =1-The parameters P 1 ,P 2 ,---,P N are specified as,
where.
and,
The assumed shape pdf requires N+3 lower moments to specify, where N is the number of species. These lower moments are the mean density (p~), the mean temperature and its variance (f The pdf construction model can be described by explaining the three major assumptions it is based upon.
The first assumption is that the critical features of the pdf of scalars decaying in homogeneous turbulence can be adequately parameterized by an appropriate set of lower moments. For example, the pdf of a single passive scalar decaying in homogeneous turbulence can be satisfactorily parameterized at all stages by its first two moments using a Beta function 15 . In this case the pdf shape, which in general requires an infinite set of lower moments to specify exactly, is closely specified by its mean and variance. However, since the mean remains constant during the decay, the pdf at any stage cannot be accurately parameterized by its mean value alone. Reducing the number of lower moment parameters represents an averaging of pdfs and, hence, a reduction in generality and accuracy. Clearly, the 'extension to multiple reacting scalars requires careful consideration to determine whether the pdf can be appropriately parameterized by a set of its lower moments.
The second assumption of the model is that the scalar distribution (pdf) in an arbitrary turbulent reacting flow can be approximated by the parameterized pdf of scalars decaying in homogeneous turbulence. Essentially, the assumption is made that the scalar distribution at a down-stream location in a general turbulent evolving flow is similar to the distribution that decayed after a certain time in homogeneous turbulence. That is, the history effects in the spatial evolution are assumed similar to the history effects of the scalar decay, for the moments not parameterized. The latter statement is important because if all (i.e., an infinite number of) lower moments are parameterized in the scalar decay, then a point in a general turbulent reacting flow with the identical lower moments will have the same pdf.
By assuming a generic geometry of homogeneous turbulence, non-homogeneous turbulence phenomena, such as large-scale coherent structures, cannot be captured. Also, scalar decay in homogeneous turbulence is sensitive to the initial scalar field. In this work, the initial condition is set as binary (a slab of fuel adjacent to a slab of oxidizer), in accordance with the nonpremixed experimental comparison in section S. For this reason, the pdf model, as presently implemented, may be considered to be limited to non-premixed RANS/LES applications. However, it is, in principle, possible to apply the same approach to premised combustion, and perhaps construct a joint premixed and non-premixed turbulent combustion table. These assumptions appear somewhat severe and limiting, but must be weighed against the alternative of specifying the pdf shape, with its inherent difficulties and limitations. The accuracy, and cost, of the constructed and assumed shape pdfs are assessed in section 5.
This second assumption has great advantage for the moment equation approach because the expensive turbulence-chemistry interactions, implicit in the pdf, are determined off-line, and only once for a given chemistry. The pdf, or rather the mean chemical source term evaluated from equation (1), is generated and tabulated as a function of the lower moments. In a RANS/LES solution for these lower moments, the mean chemical source term is available directly from the table. This provides a significant computational saving as a RANS/LES integration of the stiff chemical kinetics would otherwise absorb a large fraction of moment equation solver run-time.
Accurate calculation of scalar decay in homogeneous turbulence can be obtained by Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), However, despite the geometric simplicity of homogeneous turbulence, high Re DNS with complex chemistry remains computationally intractable. The third, and final, major assumption of the constructed pdf is that the statistical scalar distribution in a DNS of scalar decay in homogeneous turbulence can be well approximated by a corresponding Linear Eddy Model (LEM)'* >17 simulation. This is considered a good approximation because published LEM results have captured all critical features of mixing in homogeneous turbulence 1748 . While the LEM has been validated against DNS, which is limited to moderate Re, its extension to higher turbulent Re is expected to be, if anything, more reliable because the LEM is based on high Re scaling laws.
The Linear Eddy Model
The LEM is a spatio-temporal Monte-Carlo simulation of the evolution of a scalar field in a turbulent flow The central LEM assumption is that the evolution of the scalar field at the small scales can be adequately captured by a simplified statistical description in one spatial dimension. Clearly, reduction to ID entails geometric simplification, but allows affordable simulations at high Re, Da and Sc, a capability impossible in DNS.
As details of the LEM formulation are available in the literature 16 ' 17 , only a brief overview follows. Molecular diffusion and chemical reaction evolve deterministically from an initial specified scalar line by solution of the ID species and temperature equations (with the convection term removed). The ID species equation is, a/ (8) where x is the LEM spatial co-ordinate and V t is the diffusion velocity. V t is modeled as a corrected Pick's law to satisfy £jiV t =0 ".viz. (9) Note that an arbitrary number of species may be simulated with general chemistry and general differential molecular diffusion co-efficients, D t .
The a-priori analysis in this -work is applied to low Mach number, near-adiabatic, (non-premixed), turbulent jet flames. Accordingly, the ID LEM energy equation is (10) where h is the mixture averaged enthalpy, and q is ID heat flux vector. Equation (10) is written equivalently as, (11) where X is the co-efficient of thermal conductivity, and c p = y^Cj, is the mixture averaged specific heat at constant pressure. All turbulent scales are resolved without averaging, and hence no modeling is required in equations (8) and (11) .
The ingenious aspect of the LEM is the mechanism of advection by turbulent eddies, which is modeled in ID as a stochastic rearrangement of a portion of the scalar elements along the line. These instantaneous re-arrangement events, termed triplet maps, disrupt the continuous solution of the diffusion-reaction equations (8) and (11) . Triplet mapping increases the scalar gradient, analogous to the effect of a similar sized micro-scale turbulent eddy on a physical scalar field. The element scalars are, however, unaltered, consistent with the picture that eddies transport fluid elements to nearby locations, and element scalars can only change by diffusion with neighboring elements and chemical reaction.
Since mappings always increase the scalar gradient, the ID homogeneous turbulence LEM field may be considered as a time varying space curve aligned with the maximum scalar gradient Periodic boundary conditions are implemented along the ID LEM domain, and there is uniform spatial probability of an mapping event (eddy).
Inputs to the LEM simulation are the initial scalar field, and the largest (integral, L) and smallest (Kolmogorov, T|) allowable eddy sizes. Governed by relations derived from inertia! scaling laws, the field is stirred at fixed epochs by randomly sized eddies ranging in length from T| to L, with great probability of near T) sized mappings. Under the action of molecular diffusion and turbulent stirring, the scalar field decays to zero variance and the chemistry equilibrates. With increased turbulence (decreased L and T| ), frequent small scale stirrings induce steep scalar gradients, rapid scalar decay and increased nonequilibrium as the mixing time-scale approaches the chemical time-scale.
As the LEM velocity field is specified, acoustics cannot be discerned, and the LEM pressure field is assumed constant in space and time. The effect of heat release, which occurs at constant pressure, is twofold. The first is a change in the molecular transport co-efficients with the temperature increase. The second is due to the corresponding density decrease which conserves mass by volume expansion. The effect of heat release on turbulence is modeled by increasing L with the expanded domain, and increasing T| in linear proportion, which assumes that the turbulent Reynolds number, Re, =(Lfr\) 413 , remains constant with heat release. However, the turbulence is effectively decreased with increasing T) because the small-scale scalar field straining is reduced. Since different LEM elements expand to different sizes, while triplet mapping requires equal sized elements, the scalar domain is re-gridded after heat release at the new required resolution, namely t\/6. The overlapping scalar field in each LEM element after re-gridding is mixed without reaction. This spurious mixing is inconsequential since it occurs below the Batchelor length scale where scalar fluctuations are rapidly smoothed.
Without an ignition source, the non-premixed initial binary field diffuses to a uniform mixture of reactants at the initial reactant temperature. The present adiabatic ignition technique is to equilibrate a LEM element once it exceeds a certain 'degree of premixedness'. Denoting the initial (density weighted) volume averaged mole fractions of fuel and oxidizer in the domain as Xp and XQ, an ignition mole fraction criterion is arbitrarily defined as, (12) An individual LEM element is 'ignited', that is equilibrated, •when it satisfies the following 'premixed' criterion: > *,-< 1500K. The LEM pdf is constructed by performing LEM simulations over the entire range of allowable initial conditions (length of fuel slab relative to oxidizer slab), and turbulence (L and r)). LEM pdfs with identical parameterizing lower moments are averaged over all simulations. Since the LEM is a Monte-Carlo simulation, pdfs are also averaged over a number of realizations to wash out stochastic error.
The LEM pdf in the following a-priori test is parameterized by the three mean species mass fractions Y F ,Y O and Y f , where subscripts F, O and P denote fuel, oxidizer and product respectively. In RANS or LES applications, transport equations would be solved for these three lower moments only. All other moments, including first moments, that were not parameterized, can be obtained from the pdf. It is certainly possible, and perhaps more accurate, to parameterize the pdf by other moments such as f or a mean radical mass fraction. The number and choice of parameterizing lower moments requires a careful analysis and is not attempted here. It is noted, however, that it may be beneficial to choose a moment whose accuracy is preferred, as a parameterizing lower moment. For example, if NO is of interest, it should be more accurate to solve a transport equation for Y NO and close W NO from the pdf, as opposed to obtaining Y NO from the scalar decay if moments other than Y NO are used to parameterize the pdf.
Hydrogen and methane fuels are examined in section 5. Despite the economy of the LEM, the pdf construction becomes expensive due to the large range of simulations and number of realizations. Accordingly, reduced four step mechanisms for hydrogen 30 and methane 21 combustion are implemented. The chemical kinetics and molecular transport properties are evaluated using the CHEMKIN n package 22 . Owing to the large diffusivity of H elements, and the corresponding LEM diffusion time-step limitations, the hydrogen flame pdfs are constructed from only 15 realizations, while the methane flame pdfs are constructed from 25 realizations. A moderate statistical error is implied, and pdf shapes are compared qualitatively. As the number of realizations increase, the LEM pdf shape becomes smoother, but its overall shape is not substantially changed.
A priori pdf analysis
An a-priori comparison of constructed, assumed shape and experimental pdfs follow. The experimental pdfs are obtained from simultaneous, time-resolved, species and temperature measurements in turbulent hydrogen 23 and methane* jet flames.
Two locations are selected in the hydrogen flame. The first location is the measured axial position nearest the nozzle (x/d=22.5) and the radial position closest to mean stochiometric mixture fraction (r/d=2.3). This is the anticipated measured location of greatest chemical non-equilibrium. Scalar pdfs at this location are presented in figure 1 . The pdf conformity implies that the experimental and LEM first moments, namely Y OH , are close even though they were not matched in the LEM pdf construction. That is, the spatial evolution of the measured marginal OH pdf appears to be well approximated by the LEM temporal decay in homogeneous turbulence.
Figure l(d) presents the experimental, LEM and Gaussian marginal temperature pdfs. Again, the LEM is superior to the Gaussian distribution, and this increased accuracy is substantial because the exponential dependence of reaction rates on temperature magnifies even small errors in the pdf. Note that the Gaussian pdf requires the experimental first two moments of temperature to specify, while the LEM pdf was constructed from the measured first moments Y Hl , Y^ and Y HiO only. The large error in the assumed shape pdf is due to its inability to relate . The fluid density drops by an order of magnitude when the temperature increases from SOOATto 2300AT. The Ganssian pdf cannot account for the physics of density weighting, and weights all points in temperature space equally. The experimental pdf has a high peak at high temperature, but a corresponding smaller density weighting, so that in figure l(d) , the experimental weighted lower moments f and 7"" 2 are exactly equal to those of the unweighted assumed shape Gaussian pdf.
The second location in the hydrogen flame selected for a-priori analysis is the measured position furthest from the nozzle (x/d=\%Q\ and on the jet center-line (r/d=0). This location is the experimental visible flame tip, and corresponds to the other extreme where the chemistry is expected to be closest to equilibrium. Scalar pdfs at this location are presented in figure  2 . A similar a-priori pdf analysis is performed for a turbulent methane-air jet flame* with a bulk jet velocity of 48m/s. Experimental data was collected in visibly blue flame regions, implying small multi-phase (soot) and flame radiation effects.
Pdfs are presented at a single flame location because the nearest (x/d=W) and furthest (x/d=50) locations are relatively close, and marginal pdfs at these extremes show insignificant differences. Again, the measured axial position nearest the nozzle (x/d=W), and the radial position closest to mean stocbiometric mixture fraction (//<£= 1.24) is selected for the a-priori analysis, which is the expected location of greatest non-equilibrium. The applicability and accuracy of the LEM pdf construction model is, of course, determined and limited by the assumptions it is based upon. In particular, by approximating the spatial evolution of the scalar pdf in an arbitrary turbulent reacting flow by the scalar decay from a binary initial condition in homogeneous turbulence, certain configuration specific phenomena cannot be discerned. The advantage gained is that the expensive turbulence-chemistry interactions can be decoupled from the RANS solution. In addition to this assumption, the pdf must be parameterized by a finite and small set of lower moments. Reducing the number of parameterizing lower moments represents an averaging of pdfs, and hence, a loss of generality. Finally, the constructed pdf contains the assumptions implicit in the LEM, for example constant pressure and the inability to account for the fluctuating pressure field.
These are big assumptions, but must be weighed against the alternative of assuming the pdf shape. This paper demonstrates the ability to accurately parameterize the LEM pdf by a small set marginal pdfs, P(T), near the nozzle in a methane-air flame.
